
CYBER | WHITE

CYBER | BLUE 

•Fantastic 3D colours with a unique protection
• Increased resistance to chemicals, external influences, mechanical damage and high temperatures
•Special treatment against UV radiation

CYBER COLOURS

DIVE INTO THE WORLD

OF WATER

10 YEARS WARRANTY 

FIRST CASH & CARRY CERAMIC POOL 

PREMIUM POOLS ONLINE SHOP

Colours Technology

POOL STRUCTURE

Cyber colour layer

Special reinforced vinyl ester coating

Ceramic core

Reinforced polyester

Outer protective layer

APPROVED CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY

•  Premium Ceramic Pools give you a unique proportion of quality and price at a minimum cost of their installing.
•  The unique design of the pool walls reinforced with ceramic layer enables us to provide a unique extended 

warranty for 10 years for the construction of a pool body. It also allows installing the pool to the ballast 
bed with no necessity of concreting the bottom and side walls which significantly reduces investment in 
building preparedness for Premium pools.

•  Fantastic colours provide, apart from other benefits, an increased resistance to chemicals, mechanical 
damage and provide a unique smoothness of pool walls  which contributes to the minimal demands

   on their maintenance and cleaning.
•  Our belief in the quality of the Premium pools surface was as a bonus transformed into superior 
   10 - year warranty on the surface of each pool

WWW.PREMIUMPOOLS.EU

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
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Size:

 6,20 x 3,20 x 1,40 m

Aqua
Aqua ceramic pool is ideal for great fun in a small space. Its compact design and dimensions make it ideal for smaller houses or for 
the interior installation. Equipped with counter flow it provides the owner much joy and satisfaction, despite of its small dimensions. 
Built-in staircase with non-slippery surface together with a security platform around the perimeter and a built-in safety hand rail 
contribute to the maximum possible security for small and big non-swimmers.

Fun Trend
Size:

7,50 x 3,70 x 1,45 m

Your own sea in the garden or in the living room, this is a ceramic pool Trend. Wide and comfortable staircase with a non-slippery 
surface, this is relax and comfort for you. Length of more than eight meters, it is an area for sports and games. Security platform
and hand rail on the longitudinal sides provide a sense of safety and comfort for young and older users. No restrictions in searching
for the correct location for installation, this is an ideal shape and dimensions of the Trend pool.

It does not matter whether you need a pool for fun for you and your relatives or you need a pool for an intensive training, Fun pool 
can make it real. Two well-appointed and comfortable staircases with non-slippery surface allow an installation into all possible areas 
without any restrictions. The security platform around the perimeter and the handrail at longitudinal sides, these are the benefits of the 
Fun pool for you and your relatives. Order the Fun pool with an effective counter flow and you have an ideal training area satisfying 
the most demanding requirements for a family pool. 

Size:

8,30 x 3,70 x 1,45 m


